AUXILIARIES

METAL CLEANER 800
Solvent cleaner for metal core boxes and tooling

METAL CLEANER 800 was developed as a cleaner for binder films which have a tendency to build up
in metal core boxes and on tooling.

Application
Spraying or brushing METAL CLEANER 800 directly on the resin build up (and allowing it to soak for
at least 15 minutes) is the most effective way to clean metal pat-terns. The softened resin film can
then be easily removed. Small parts can be immersed and soaked in the cleaner.
METAL CLEANER 800 should not be used on plastic core box materials. The sol-vent components
will dissolve, etch or soften such polymers as urethanes, epoxies, cellulose esters, vinyls, polyamides
and acrylics. METAL CLEANER 800 will remove epoxy coatings, paints, varnish and will also soften
rubber..

Product Storage condition



1 year minimum under normal conditions in sealed original container.
As with all metal cleaners, a first-in, first-out stock rotation is recommended.

Packaging
155748

Repaltainers 330 gallons

2760 lbs. net

760884

Repaltainers 275 gallons

2300 lbs. net

166367

Steel Drums 55 gallons

441 lbs. net

32578

Pails

42

5 gallons

lbs. net
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Solvent cleaner made specifically to remove resin films from metal core boxes, mullers, continuous
mixer troughs, augers and metal tools.
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Performance

AUXILIARIES

METAL CLEANER 800
METAL CLEANER 800 is hydroscopic and has a tendency to pick up and hold moisture. Though
small amounts of moisture will not appreciably influence performance, reasonable care should be
exercised to avoid exposing the product to moist air or weather unnecessarily.
ASK Chemicals maintains material safety data sheets on all of its products. Material safety data
sheets contain health and safety information for your development of appropriate product handling
procedures to protect your employees and customers. Our material safety data sheets should be read
and understood by your personnel before using ASK chemicals’ products in your facilities.

Typical Features (1)
Physical Form:

Liquid with a mild amine-like odor

Specific Gravity: 1.027
Freezing Point:
Flash Point:

-12°F
199°F

(1)
Typical property values only, not to be construed as specifications. Actual properties will be
dependent on the history of the material.
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Handling of

